Since we are assuming characteristics not 3, the condition that (2) holds locally implies (x,x,x) = 0, which can be linearized to give /(x,y,z) + /(x, z, y) = 0. This means the sum of the six possible associators with entries x, y, and z is zero. This fact will be used freely and referred to simply as "third power associativity."
As in [3] we use the techniques employed by A. A. Albert in his paper on simple alternative rings [1] , and we take the Peirce decomposition of R into the direct sum, R = R u © Jf? 10 © R 0 \ ® Rw, where ex n = ix ή and Xηe = jx <7 , for all x i} E R ih ij = 0,1. First we compute the multiplication table of the R i} . Exactly as in [3] we can prove (4) fl,oK.. = O and (5) RoiRoo = 0.
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The proof of RQQR W = 0 and R w Roo C R w given in [3] has only one use of identity (2) , and we can get the same thing by taking 0 = CO, yoo, X| 0 , e) = y QO ,e When we reverse subscripts we can replace the use of (2) The proof in [3] of R U R W C R w also has only one use of identity (2) which can be replaced by using F(y, 0 , e, jc n , e) = 0, and where subscripts are reversed, D(JC 00 , e, e, y O ι) = 0. Since (e, ^, JR) = (R, e, e) = 0, which also implies (e, 1?, e) = 0, the previous equation reduces to e JCi O yio e = 0, which in view of (14) gives (15) e x, o yio = O.
Combining (14) and (15), we see that we have proved
The same substitutions with subscripts reversed yield a proof of
has only one use of (2) We now consider products of the form R u RuFrom third power associativity we have (jc,,,y,,,e) + O,x,,,y M ) + (yπ,e,x,,) + (y,,,x,,,e) + (e,y n ,Jt,,) 4-(Jt,,,e,y,,) = O. Expanding and simplifying we get (jc,iyn -f ynXii)^ -eθcnyιι + ynXu) = 0, which can be rewritten as CJCH ° yn, ^) = 0. This implies (21) x u oy u eR n + Rn. Reversing subscripts yields a proof that
From B(β,jc, 0 ,yιi,Zόo) = 0 one can prove x, o yπ2oo = O = x lo Zooyn, exactly as in [3] . Using this, (4), and (7) we have (JC IO , yπ,Zoo) = 0 = (x IO ,Zoo,yiι). Also, using (4) and (6), we see that (zoo,*io,yπ) = 0. Now from A(zoo,yii,^xio) = 0 we get 2(z oo ,y,i,Λ; 1 o) + 2(x lo ,yii,z O o) =°( zoo,yπ,Xιo) + e°(*ιo,yn,Zoo) + yn 0 (zoQ,e,x ί0 ) + yu 0 (xw,e,zoo) . We already know (JC, 0 , yn,Zoo) = 0 and using (6) we see that (z 00 , e 9 x ί0 ) = 0 while clearly (JC, 0 , e, Zoo) = 0. We are left with On the other hand, expanding and using (6), (10), and (20) we see that (zoo,yπ,*io)Ξflu, so that we have
Combining (26) and (27) we conclude that (z 00 , yπ,*io) = 0. Now expanding and using (6), (10), and (20) gives (y,i,z oo ,Xio) = yπZoo Xio = Zooyn *ιo = (zoo, yn,*io) = 0. We have now shown that five of the six possible associators involving y u , z 00 and jc 10 are zero. By third power associativity the remaining one, (yπ,*io, z 00 ), must be zero also. We have proved The same substitutions with subscripts reversed yield a proof of (^oo, *oi, y11) (29) = (Zoo, yn, *oi) = (yu, Xoi, Zoo) = (*oi, Zoo, yπ) = 0. We now wish to show that all associators with two elements from R u and one element from i? /7 vanish. From B(jc,o,e,y n ,z,,) = O we get O = (x,o,yπ,z n ) + (xio,z,,,y n ) =' -Xio(yπZ n + z n yπ). Using (22) and (23) 
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We now show that all associators with two entries from R u and one entry from R μ vanish. From β(jc O i, e, yn, z u ) = 0 we get (JC O I, yπ, z n ) + (jCoiiZii,yn) = O. Because of (8) and (9) We can now prove exactly as in [3] and showing that they obey the alternative law. An associator (x, y, z) obeys the alternative law if (xσ, ycr, zσ) = sgn CΓ(JC, y, z) for all six permutations σ of x, y, and z within the associator. Using (31), (33), (35), and (36) it is obvious that all associators with exactly two entries from R u vanish, ΐ = 0,1. Thus assuming iV/ we have In the case where exactly one entry is from R ih we see that if one or both of the remaining entries are from R jn the associator vanishes by either (28), (29), or (38). There are three other possibilities for the remaining two entries, both from R ih both from R jh or one from R u and the other from R μ . We consider the last of these first. We have immediately on expansion that Combining (40), (43), and (41) 0 (yio,e,*io) + z,o°(*io?e,yio) = z l0°( -yio*io~*ioyio) = 0 because of (12). Thus we are left with Since all entries are from R w and since any two transpositions generate the full symmetric group on three elements, (50) and (51) 
We are now left with only the cases where all three entries come from the same jR i f . We will show that R u and R w are associative subrings of R. As in [1] , it follows easily from the multiplicative relations of the R i} that B = R lQ R Ql + R w + R oι + Ro\Rw is an ideal of R. O] ,y ]U Zu) = 0 and hence Cxn,yπ,Zi,) = 0 so that R u is associative. A similar argument proves that R w is associative. We have proved the following:
THEOREM. If R is a simple ring of characteristic not 2 or 3, which has an idempotent e such that (e,e,R) = 0 = (i?, e, e) and (e 9 R)^ 0, and if every subring ofR generated by two elements satisfies (1), (2) , and (3), then R is alternative and hence either associative or a Cayley Dickson algebra [1] .
